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RW4CB 
Reading Calendar 2018 
 

 

Sem. II Unit I  

Critical Nonfiction: 
Intro to Globalization Studies with an 

eye to APA research style writing 
 
 
The poor complain, they always do 
But that’s just idle chatter 
Our system brings rewards to all 
At least to those who matter 

 
           -Noam Chomsky  
            paraphrasing Gerald Helleiner 

 

 
In a 2001 speech, linguist Noam Chomsky used the above epigraph to bring to light a critique of 
globalization: that it only benefits some, and that its beneficiaries are more important than those left 
behind.  But proponents of globalization say that by limiting economic, cultural, and political barriers, 
people in developing nations will have greater access to money and markets in developed nations, and 
that the kinds of prosperity known in some parts of the world will expand to all parts of the world. 
 
Although the term has been around since the 1960s, “globalization” is used to describe a variety of 
changing economic, political, and cultural processes that are transforming how people experience 
the world.  In short, globalization is the process through which large, global things are made to seem 
like smaller, local ones.  With the constant and rapid development of communication technology, 
moving goods and services all over the world is now easier than ever before, and the globalizing 
processes that seemed so complicated just a few decades ago are becoming ever more streamlined and 
efficient.    
 
Our interest in globalization is twofold. For starters, we will develop a set of strategies to use as we 
navigate challenging nonfiction texts.  Second, we will use these strategies to seek out information, put 
sources in conversation, and create a 5-7 page APA-style analytical research paper.  Whew! 
 
Please note: the greatest challenge of this unit is that you will have to balance two long-term projects 
at the same time (writing a research paper, reading several complicated articles/analyzing 
documentaries, and working on constructing your digital portfolio).  Use the calendar to carefully 
plan ahead and manage your time wisely.  Waiting until the last minute or skipping assignments 
and planning to do them later will very quickly compound into a serious problem.   
 
 
 

Disclaimer:  Perhaps more than any other topic you’ve discussed so far in high school, the issue of 
globalization is a highly politicized one.  As your teacher, I’m not interested in what side is necessarily 
“right” or “wrong” because, as you will learn soon enough, the issue is far too complicated to be 
understood in these simplistic terms.   
 
Nevertheless, I am interested in encouraging you to understand and evaluate others’ arguments.  I also 
hope that you use these arguments to formulate an informed opinion of your own.  This unit is ultimately a 
discussion of possibilities and when we explore (*ahem* research) possibilities, we allow ourselves to 
understand issues from multiple perspectives without attacking individual people.  Be good and play nice. 
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Date Day Due at the Start of Class Class Work 

Getting Started: Methods of Analysis 
2/5 M Enthusiasm for your own education! -Unit Intro with calendar 

-Analytical Method #1: Notice & Focus 
-N&F Practice: Bahamas Super bowl ad and bin Laden 
photo 
-TEDtalk with Ian Goldin  

2/6 Tu  -Kincaid, A Small Place close reading in class--annotate 

2/7 W  -SSR 
-Grammar 

2/8 Th -2 sentence summary of Kincaid’s 
argument, prepared to share out 
submitted to Mullins’ email 

-Close reading work with Kincaid, cont. 
-Working to generate a definition of globalization: 
Noam Chomsky/Kincaid/etc. 

2/9 F  -20% Digital Portfolio Worktime: Create Portfolio 
Placeholders by March 1st 

Bigger Pictures: Beginning to Gather Research 
2/12 M -N&F Work—select topic of 

consideration 
-Share out N&F work w/ Joe Fresh, JC Penney, 
United Colors of Benetton ads vs. “The High Price of 
Fashion” (Warning: Graphic Content) as well as Leslie 
Chang TEDtalk with “The Voices of China’s 
Workers” (cont. practice w/ multiple JCPenny Ads) 

-Analytical Method #3: “XY given Z” with Body 
paragraph of analysis/synthesis of sources practice 

2/13 T -Optional Reading: Read and annotate 
Barber, Jihad v. McWorld 
-Quickly research topics from list  
Select one, then find a “flashpoint.”  Be 
prepared to discuss in class. 

-Analytical Method #2: “The Method” 
-Assign Globalization Synthesis APA Research 
Paper 
-Discuss potential topics, flashpoints 
-Share out potential project ideas/topics 
-Watch 1st half of Life and Debt 

2/14 W  -Finish Life and Debt 
-Debrief: how does this film address globalization from 
economic, political, and cultural angles?  Who are the 
major “voices” and how are they handled? 

2/15 
½ day 
 

Th  -20% Digital Portfolio Worktime: Create Portfolio 
Placeholders by March 1st 

2/16 F NO School-Mid Winter Break 2/15-2/20 

2/19 M NO School-Mid Winter Break  

2/20 Tu NO School-Mid Winter Break  

2/21 
School 
Resumes 

W -Optional Reading: Read and annotate 
Mary Louise Pratt’s “Art of the Contact 
Zone” 

-Research Day: review methods to locate “good” 
sources, MEL, etc. 
 -Find at least two reliable sources to bring to class 
tomorrow  

2/22 Th  -Source show and tell, small group/whole group 
-Assignment: Developing a critical relationship with a 
source 
-Look at sample abstracts 

2/23 F -Optional Reading: Read and 
annotate TBD 

-Cont. intro to abstract work 
-20% Digital Portfolio Worktime: Create Portfolio 
Placeholders with artwork/pictures/design by 
March 1st  

  Working with Dissenting Voices: 
Responses against Globalization 

 

2/26 M -Complete a draft of your paper’s 
abstract and bring it to class 

-1st Draft of Abstract due / debrief 
-Body Paragraphs work day #1 
-Body Paragraphs work day #2 
-Annotated Bib worktime 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QPKVLTy4I9A
http://www.nytimes.com/video/opinion/100000002825203/the-deadly-cost-of-fashion.html
http://www.nytimes.com/video/opinion/100000002825203/the-deadly-cost-of-fashion.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z3GdFSWPaIg
http://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/1992/03/jihad-vs-mcworld/3882/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AWPkOUxxm4M
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AWPkOUxxm4M
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2/27 Tu -Annotated Bib due by end of hour 
 

-Annotated Bib Work Time 
-Assign APA webquest 

2/28 W -Complete APA citation handout 
and bring it to class 
-Portfolio Placeholders/Pictures 
Created 

-Citation Day – Everything you ever wanted to know 
about APA rules and why they actually matter  
-Watch excerpts from The Yes Men 

3/1 Th -Work toward completing a 1st draft -More excerpts from The Yes Men 
-Read and discuss WA: Synthesizing Sources -
Synthesizing sources group work: sample body 
paragraphs synthesizing previous sources 
-Share out w/ class 

3/2 F -Complete 1st draft of your research 
paper and bring TWO copies to class  

-Workshop sample first draft 
1st draft of essay is due  
-Focused peer edit (Day 1) 

  Finishing Touches: Finalizing the 
Drafting Process 

 

3/5 M -Continue revising draft 1 -Focused Peer Edit (Day 2) 
-Doc Cam 2 sample essays 

3/6 Tu Abstract Due @beginning of hour -State of the Union: roundtable discussion 
-If time: Abstract/Source show and tell 

3/7 
½ day 

W -Work toward completing 2nd  draft w/ 
tracked changes 
 

-Title workshop 
-Body paragraph workshop (revisit analytical methods) 

3/8 Th -Bring in one most recent body 
paragraph to class.  Must include 
multiple sources 

-Body paragraph workshop 
 

3/9 F -Complete 2nd draft of your research 
paper and bring TWO copies to 
class. 

2nd draft of essay is due w/ tracked changes 
-Focused Peer Edit 
 

  Finishing Touches: Finalizing the 
Drafting Process 

 

3/12 M -Continue revising your essay -Final revision workshop.  Focus on essay structure, 
thesis, body paragraph organization, intros, 
conclusions, citations.   

3/13 Tu Finish and submit final copy of 
research paper by 3/15, 11:59pm 

-Joys and concerns 
-Transition to next unit: Employability (Resume, 
Cover Letter, Digital Portfolio, etc.) 

 
 

Two copies of first draft due  
Friday, March 2nd  

 
Two copies of second draft due  

Friday, March 9th  
 

Final draft of your research paper is due to turnitin.com  
by 11:59pm on Thursday, March 15th to turnitin.com 

 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fJ3WOtHS-D8

